UNIT 11  Transposition  Overhead Slides

Overhead Slides

11.1 Encryption
11.2 Decryption
11.3 Dummy Letters
11.4 Using a Key
Message:

```
THIS IS A MESSAGE. HI.
```

Scrambled message:
Scrambled message:

ASNEFOELBCVYNAWEEEOONASRNUTIYIEIDMT

Number of letters: 

Possible shape of grid: R by C
C by R

Grid: 

or

Message:
Message:

A BAYONET IS A WEAPON WITH A WORKER AT EACH END

Number of letters: 

Number of dummy letters: 

Grid:

Scrambled message:
OS 11.4

Using a Key

Message:

A NAME MADE GREAT IS A NAME DESTROYED

Number of letters: [Blank]

Key: [Icons]

Grid:

Scrambled message: